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EXPERIENCE
B2XDev (Freelancer)
Flutter Developer Jan 2021 - Present

● Collaborated with clients spanning diverse global regions, including France, the Philippines,
Indonesia, India, USA, and Malaysia, to deliver customized software solutions.

● Provided comprehensive support for a minimum duration of 6 months post-project completion to
ensure seamless functionality and client satisfaction.

● Proficiently navigated across multifaceted domains such as hospitality, social media, marketplace,
and food industries.

● Engaged with startups to conceptualize and develop MVPs, which evolved into comprehensive
projects, providing essential guidance and technical expertise throughout the process.

Bibloskart, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India
Android Developer Oct 2019 - Jan 2021

● Orchestrated the development of the Bibloskart app, overseeing the creation of both delivery and
admin applications, resulting in a remarkable 40% company growth upon launch.

● Played a key role in the intern recruitment process, conducting technical telephonic interviews to
assess candidate suitability and skill levels.

● Implemented JavaScript cloud functions to streamline server-side operations, enabling automated
notifications and enhancing system efficiency. This optimization contributed to a significant 30%
increase in user engagement.

● Oversaw the development of a specialized seller application aimed at streamlining seller registration
and product listing processes within the Bibloskart platform for optimal efficiency.

● Automated stock registration and management processes, reducing workforce requirements by 20%.

Inktop Publisher Ltd., Delhi, India
Android Developer Intern May 2019 - Jul 2019

● Conceptualized and developed two internal applications pivotal to organizational operations.
● Supported the entire application lifecycle (concept, design, test, release and support).

Fiverr Seller (Freelancer)
Android Developer Jan 2019 - Apr 2019

● Crafted custom applications for clients based in Sri Lanka and India, delivering tailored solutions
that met their specific needs and preferences.

● Delivered two months of post-project support, promptly resolving bugs and ensuring smooth
functionality.

PROJECTS
Bexpat | bexpat.co Duration: 14 months
Technologies used: Flutter, Firebase, Javascript, Java, Figma.

● Connect with like-minded expatriates and travellers on Bexpat. Easily communicate, find jobs and
accommodation, make friends, and explore new opportunities within your community.

● From conceptualization through MVP to full-scale implementation, spearheaded the development of
Bexpat app that now boasts thousands of active users.

● Implemented an innovative algorithm that intelligently suggests tailored pages and profiles based on
users' interests and locations, resulting in a notable 30% increase in user engagement.

● Engineered a streamlined chat system to enhance user communication while optimizing database
usage, resulting in a notable 15% reduction in server costs.
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ParrotPOS | parrotpos.com Duration: 8 months
Technologies used: Flutter, MySql, Java, Adobe XD.

● ParrotPos is a unique platform designed to simplify bill payments, mobile prepaid top-ups, and
donation processes while offering users the opportunity to earn cashback.

● Implemented a referral system to onboard new users, incentivizing successful referrals with rewards.
This initiative contributed to a 25% increase in app downloads, demonstrating its effectiveness in
driving user acquisition and growth.

● Developed a notification system to prompt timely bill payments, resulting in a 40% reduction in
overdue charges, enhancing financial management.

GogoLean | gogolean.io Duration: 7 months
Technologies used: Flutter, Firebase, Javascript, Java, Adobe XD.

● Gogolean is a SaaS comprehensive supply chain intelligence platform for Commercial Construction
and Real Estate Management.

● Introduced an auction system for sellers, allowing buyers to bid on items with the highest bidder
securing the purchase, resulting in a 20% increase in seller profits. This initiative effectively
maximized revenue opportunities while enhancing user engagement.

● Designed a personalized searching algorithm that prioritizes the most relevant items based on user
profiles. This innovation enhances user experience by delivering tailored search results and
improving overall satisfaction.

LeanEquip | leanequip.com Duration: 5 months
Technologies used: Flutter, Firebase, Javascript, Java, Adobe XD.

● A professional network for contractors and facility teams to manage heating and cooling equipment.
● Engineered cloud functions to automate the shipment process, resulting in a notable 35% reduction

in delivery times. This optimization significantly improved operational efficiency and customer
satisfaction.

EDUCATION
Jagadambha College of Engineering & Technology, Yavatmal, India
Bachelor of Engineering - Computer Engineering Jun 2013 - Dec 2017

● Relevant Coursework: Data Structures & Algorithms, Object-Oriented Programming, Database
Management, System Software, Operating System.

SKILLS
Frameworks: Flutter.
Tools: Android Studio, Adobe XD, MS Visual Studio Code, MS Excel, MS Word.
Databases: Firebase Firestore, MongoDB, MySQL.
Programming Languages: C, CSS3, Dart, HTML5, Java, JavaScript, XML.
Version Control System: GitHub, GitLab.

ACHIEVEMENTS
● Winner of a National-level technical event ‘Googler’ in 2014.
● Runner-up in Photography competition (among 200 students) in 2016.
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